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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report evaluates an alternative to the wastewater system that was recommended in Jefferson County’s 2008
Port Hadlock UGA Sewer Facility Plan. That proposed system included gravity-driven sewers to collect
wastewater from homes and businesses and convey it to a water reclamation facility for treatment. A final design
for the water reclamation facility, using membrane bioreactor (MBR) treatment technology, was completed in
2013, but the collection and treatment system has yet to be developed, primarily because of its high cost.

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVE EVALUATED
The value engineering evaluation presented here assesses changes that could lower the overall cost of
implementing a wastewater system in the Port Hadlock area:
•
•

•

•

Reduced Initial Service Area—Initial system cost could be reduced by providing service at first to a
smaller Core Area than the full service area defined in 2008. Additional facilities would subsequently be
added on as needed.
Alternative Sewer Collection System— Initial construction costs are higher for a gravity collection
system such as the system recommended in 2008 than for a pressurized sewer system. Gravity sewers and
their associated manholes are buried deeper and therefore are more expensive to install. Gravity systems
also require some lift stations to maintain flow, which represents an additional expense. The alternative
evaluated in this report considers a pressurized sewer system using a grinder pump on each individual
system user’s property.
Alternative Treatment Technology—The MBR treatment technology used in the final design of the
water reclamation facility—an Ovivo flat-plate membrane—would have capacity for the Port Hadlock
area’s projected sewer needs at the end of a 20-year planning period. That technology could not
efficiently be sized for a smaller capacity. Since the previous design was developed, Ovivo has brought to
market a modular MBR system called MicroBLOX that does allow for a smaller unit to efficiently treat
greater quantities of wastewater. With the MicroBLOX technology, a smaller, less expensive MBR unit
can be installed initially, with additional units added as the community grows.
Elimination of Non-Essential Treatment Plant Components—A value engineering review of the water
reclamation facility design was conducted in 2012. Key construction cost savings ideas identified at that
time included deferring construction of the administration building and reducing site improvements, such
as paved access road to the plant. (The 2012 value engineering effort also recommended a pressurized
sewer system to lower initial capital costs.)

INITIAL COST SAVINGS
The value engineering alternative evaluated in this report uses a modular MicroBLOX system for treatment and
grinder pump pressure sewers for collection, initially serves only the defined Core Area, and removes the
administration building and pavement for the access road. The evaluation found that this alternative could
provide cost savings at system startup, as shown on Table ES-1. However, without grants and other forms of
financial subsidy, the estimated cost per user would be higher than with the 2013 final design because the initial
costs would be distributed amongst fewer initial connections. However, the VE alternative evaluated in this
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report may be worth pursuing since the overall initial costs are lower. This may make obtaining grants and
financial subsidy more feasible which in turn could lead to lower costs for the initial users of the system.
Table ES-1: Overall System Cost Summary and Comparison
2013 Design Estimatea

2018 Value Engineering Estimate

Savings

$11,284,000
$1,217,000
$12,501,000

$5,002,000
$3,876,000
$8,878,000

$6,282,000
($2,659,000)
$3,623,000

Wastewater Treatment:
WWTP & Reuse Area

$15,327,000b

$9,670,000

$5,657,000

Total Estimated Construction Costc

$27,828,000

$18,548,000

$9,280,000

$32,391,000

$23,107,000

$9,284,000

System
Sewer Collection:
Mainline Sewer System
Private On-Site Services
Subtotal Sewer Collection

Total Estimated Project Costd
a.
b.
c.
d.

2013 estimated costs, for Core Area Only, inflated to 2018 values. Private on-site for 140 existing connections.
2013 cost estimate based on 100% design documents with administration building and pavement removed; inflated to 2018 values.
Construction cost is the cost to build a facility, including labor, materials, equipment, services, utilities, contractor overhead and
markup, sales tax, contingency and other incidental costs directly associated with construction.
Project cost is the total needed to complete a project, including construction cost, construction management & administration cost,
design cost, financing cost, utility startup and other indirect costs.

LIFE-CYCLE COST CONSIDERATIONS
A lower startup cost may get the system started; however, the 20-year life cycle cost would be greater for the
value engineering alternative than for the 2013 final design for a number of reasons:
•

•
•
•

There will be need for multiple additional MicroBLOX units as the Port Hadlock area grows. At some
point, the amount spent on adding MicroBLOX units will be greater than implementing the planned
capital expansions in 2013 final design. It also may be necessary to replace the MicroBLOX units with an
MBR system if multiple MicroBLOX units prove to be ineffective in treating larger future volumes.
As the Port Hadlock area grows, the higher cost for each on-site grinder pump connection will have cost
more money overall than if a gravity sewer system had been installed initially.
Ongoing operation and maintenance of the grinder pump unit will be greater than the cost of a gravity
sewer service connection. This includes cost for electricity, maintenance and replacement of pump cores
as they wear out.
If the pressurized collection system needs to be replaced with a gravity system in the future when there is
a greater population in Port Hadlock, the long run costs will be greater than if a gravity sewer had been
installed initially.

RECOMMENDED STEPS
If Jefferson County and the Citizens of Port Hadlock elect to move forward with this project, the following are
recommended steps that should be taken:
•
•

iv

Update and amend the Sewer Facility Plan to reflect any selected changes in planning assumptions,
technology selection, phasing and equipment selection. Obtain approvals from Department of Ecology,
Department of Health, and other agencies as required.
Update and complete the final design for treatment and collection systems based on the approved
amended Sewer Facility Plan.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Conduct outreach and communication with property owners in Core Area
Work to form local improvement districts to help fund the installation of the collection system and
expansion
Adopt a local sewer ordinance
Pursue and obtain funding with grants or loans and appropriations for construction
Urge the Washington Legislature to extend the state’s 0.09 Percent Rural County Sales Tax program
beyond 25 years (2032) to provide an ongoing source of project funding
Establish interlocal agreements or contracts as needed with PUD or other providers for sewer operations,
billing, etc.
Complete a sewer rate study
Adopt sewer rates and fees
Construct the Core Area collection system and initial treatment system
Connect customers and decommission existing septic tanks.

v

1. INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
Jefferson County (County) in Washington State has designated the Port Hadlock and Irondale sewer service area
as a potential center for County growth. The County pursued the designation of an Urban Growth Area (UGA) in
the Port Hadlock/Irondale service area prior to 2005. The proposed Port Hadlock Urban Growth Area is an
unincorporated area located approximately six miles south of the City of Port Townsend, Washington, as shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Port Hadlock Urban Growth Area Vicinity Map
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As part of the requirements for establishing a UGA per the 1990 Growth Management Act, a municipal sewer
system must be established within the urban growth boundary. Currently, the proposed Port Hadlock Urban
Growth Area is served by public water, but no sewer facilities exist. On-site septic systems serve the existing
dwellings and commercial establishments.
In 2008, Tetra Tech prepared a Sewer Facility Plan for the Port Hadlock Urban Growth Area to assist the County
in planning for sewer capacity to match the County’s population growth targets at the time. Planning for
collection, treatment, and discharge or reuse facilities will allow sewer capacity to match population growth in a
manner that minimizes potential harm to the environment.
Subsequently, Tetra Tech completed design documents for the water reclamation facility, reuse area, and influent
conveyance pipeline. This report reviews and updates the Port Hadlock Water Reclamation Facility design
completed in December 2013 (hereafter referred to as Final Design) and approved by the Washington State
Department of Ecology. The final design incorporated an Ovivo membrane bioreactor (MBR) treatment process
to provide Class A reclaimed water in compliance with the Port Hadlock Sewer Facility Plan (September 2008),
approved by the Washington State Department of Ecology.
In 2018, the County contracted with Tetra Tech to perform a Value Engineering Review for the Final Design. The
objectives of this Value Engineering Review are to develop and evaluate approaches to reduce the initial capital
costs at startup of a wastewater treatment and collection system to make it more affordable for the users, and to
evaluate for any consequential additional funding opportunities.
These approaches include:
•
•
•
•

Reduce the initial startup area to include only the Core Area defined in the 2008 Facility Plan (with minor
modifications).
Install a pressurized gravity collection system in lieu of a gravity collection system. On-site connection to
the pressurized collection system will consist of grinder pumps in private property.
Update the treatment system design to incorporate modular Ovivo MicroBLOX MBR Treatment System
units in lieu of constructed MBR basins.
Minimize other initial capital costs within the treatment plant site by deferring construction of the
administration/lab building and other site improvements such as paved drives and parking areas (using
gravel surfaces rather than asphalt).

This report provides a capital budget estimate and updated operations and maintenance costs of the modified
treatment and collection systems for the Core Area. An update to the funding analysis is also provided based upon
these modified and updated costs and planning assumptions.
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2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS DOCUMENTS
2.1 DOCUMENT REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Port Hadlock Sewer Facility Plan (2008) was reviewed to find opportunities to reduce costs, defer costs
identified in the capital facilities plan, or modify planning parameters.
Two considerations were developed as a result of the facility plan value engineering review:
•

•

Previous work completed in 2013 considered serving the Core Area and Rhody Drive Area as defined in
the Port Hadlock Sewer Facility Plan (2008). This study evaluates the option of serving the initial startup
(Core) area with a reduced footprint and defer the Rhody Drive Area to a second phase (not evaluated).
Figure 2 shows a map delineating the evaluated Core Area (refer to the Sewer Facility Plan [2008] for
information on Alcohol Plant and Rhody Drive areas). The purpose of this approach is reduced startup
costs and to let the system grow ‘organically’ from a smaller initial capital investment using the
MicroBLOX modular treatment unit.
Evaluate the installation of a pressurized sewer collection system with on-site grinder pumps on private
property to reduce the initial startup costs. The Facility Plan had determined the system wide lifecycle
costs would be lower for a gravity collection system over the duration of the planning horizon and the
forecasted population projections. However, the initial capital costs for a gravity collection system are
typically higher due to installation of deeper pipelines, manholes, and lift stations compared to pressure
sewer lines that are installed at a minimum depth without the need for lift stations. A pressure sewer
system becomes less cost effective over time as infill development occurs and the area develops to urban
density, because of the aggregate capital and operation and maintenance costs for on-site grinder pump
systems at each point of connection to the sewer mainline.

2.2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS VALUE ENGINEERING DESIGN STUDY
An independent value engineering design study was completed in 2012 as part of the water reclamation facility
Final Design. The ideas developed, and recommendations presented, were re-visited and reviewed as part of the
2018 Value Engineering Review summarized here. The purpose of the 2018 review is to see if any of the ideas
presented in the 2012 study or that may have not been considered further or recommended, may provide value for
startup of the reduced system proposed in this 2018 review to make implementation more affordable at its initial
stages. Two ideas recommended from the 2012 value engineering design study were considered for the evaluation
conducted for this 2018 review:
•
•

Defer construction of the administration building and laboratory facility as designed. Rather, assume
facilities at the PUD (or other offsite location) can provide a basic level of support for on-site staff, record
keeping, and handling laboratory samples.
Defer pavement for roadways. Instead, use crushed gravel base for roadways and provide a paved surface
only for areas where necessary.
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Figure 2: Value Engineering Review Study Area
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Review of Previous Documents

3. TREATMENT SYSTEM REVIEW
During the design development of the treatment plant, Jefferson County issued a Request for Proposals (RFP)
from suppliers of membrane technology. These proposals were evaluated based upon several performance criteria
such as capital costs, operation and maintenance costs, performance criteria, etc. Flat-plate membranes by Ovivo
were selected as the membrane technology around which the treatment plant design was to be developed.
Since 2012, Ovivo has introduced the MicroBLOX treatment system to the market. MicroBLOX is a selfcontained modular unit that has high treatment capacity per unit area because of oxygen concentrators allowing
for higher activated sludge (mixed liquor suspended solids) concentrations. This allows for efficient treatment of
wastewater flows within a smaller footprint and for site design and ancillary facilities to be scaled down for
startup, making modular treatment units a more feasible solution for startup of the Port Hadlock wastewater
treatment system than technology that was available in 2012. Because of its modular configuration however,
scaling the treatment system up beyond a certain flow capacity may introduce complexities and unnecessary
redundancies, therefore the concept of building a full-scale permanent water reclamation facility is not abandoned.
The 2018 review of the treatment system focuses specifically on implementation of the MicroBLOX technology.

3.1 WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM
Ovivo developed a build and cost proposal as of September 2018, attached in Appendix A, for a MicroBLOX
system that could provide initial startup treatment for the Core Area as shown in Figure 2. It is important to note
that in the build and cost proposal provided by Ovivo, two initial implementation stages (Phase 1 and Phase 2) are
sized. Upon analysis of the corrected water meter data received by the Tetra Tech team on February 21, 2019, the
projected startup flows and loads are close to the capacity of the Phase 1 configuration if every water meter
customer were to connect on the first day of startup—which is unlikely. A likely scenario is that some customer
groups may delay connecting resulting in the need for the Phase 2 expansion to be delayed in to the future.
Therefore, in the financial analysis and further description of the MicroBLOX Treatment System in the
subsequent sections of this report, the Phase 1 configuration is recommended for implementation at startup.
The following sections provide further detail on the planning parameters and considerations in the development of
the conceptual MicroBLOX system for startup in Port Hadlock.

3.1.1 Flow and Loads
Initial wastewater flow and loads were forecasted for the modified Core Area based upon recent water meter data
from Jefferson County PUD from 2016 to 2018. Figure 3 shows parcels within the study area that currently have
water meters. Figure 4 shows the current land use in-effect without sewer. Figure 5 shows the future land use that
would be in-place with urban densities if a sewer system were constructed. The figure also shows the land use for
the parcels in the study area. Table 1 summarizes the projected flow and loads for the wastewater treatment and
conveyance system at startup, based on the water meter data provided.
For design of the MicroBLOX system for Port Hadlock, the planning-level wastewater influent criteria and
effluent requirements are summarized in Table 2. Table 3 provides the treatment capacities for the Ovivo
MicroBLOX.
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Figure 3: Land Use and Parcels with Water Meters
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Figure 4: Project Area Current Zoning
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Figure 5: Project Area Future Zoning
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Table 1: Projected Flows and Loads at System Startup (Core Area)
Parameter
Planning Parameters

Value

Unit

Population Equivalents at System Startup1

782

Population Equivalent Water Use2

60

gpd

Equivalent Residential Unit (ERU)2

2.2

Persons per household

ERUs at Startup from Existing Water Use

356

ERU

Max Month Peaking Factor

1.25

Peak Day Peaking Factor

1.5

Peak Hour Peaking Factor3

4.2

Base Flow1,4 including I/I
Annual Avg

48,500

gpd

Max Monthly Avg

61,400

gpd

Peak Day

75,000

gpd

Peak Hour

203,800

gpd

BOD and SS1,5
Annual Avg

390

mg/l

Annual Avg

160

lb/d

Max Monthly Avg

480

mg/l

Max Monthly Avg

200

lb/d

TKN1,5
Annual Avg

70

mg/l

Annual Avg

28

lb/d

Max Monthly Avg

87

mg/l

Max Monthly Avg

35

lb/d

1 Calculated based on winter month (water meter data collected within Core Area, 2016-2018, November through March).
2 Planning assumption based on factors used in Department of Ecology-approved Facility Plan.
3 Peaking Factor derived from typical observations of smaller communities partially on STEP systems.
4 I&I calculated based on assumed 1/8th fraction of wastewater conveyance system with I&I at 250 gpad at Annual Average flow, 450
gpad at Max Month flow, 750 gpad at Peak Day flow, and 1100 gpad at Peak Hour flow.
5 Concentrations calculated based on annual average base flow with I&I.
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Table 2: Ovivo MicroBLOX Design Parameters
Parameter
Phase 11,2 Design Daily Flow

Influent
77,000 gpd

Phase 11,3 Peak Daily flow

95,000 gpd

Phase 21,2 Design Daily Flow

140,000 gpd

Phase 21,3 Peak Daily Flow

172,000 gpd

BOD
TSS
TKN

Effluent

450 mg/L

< 5 mg/L

450 mg/L

< 5 mg/L

81 mg/L

NH3

58 mg/L

TN

81 mg/L

TP

< 5 mg/L

8 mg/L

ALK

300 mg/L

Temperature

10° C – 25° C

1 See Appendix A for build and cost proposal, as of September 2018.
2 Design Daily Flow is the biological loading capacity of the unit.
3 Peak Daily Flow is the hydraulic loading capacity of the unit.

Table 3: Ovivo MicroBLOX Treatment Unit Capacities
Parameter
PHASE 1

Capacity

Phase 11 Design Daily Flow w/ Average I/I
Phase 1 Maximum Month Flow w/ no I/I

565 ERU

Phase 12 Maximum Month Flow w/ I/I at Max Month

446 ERU

Phase 13 Peak Day Flow w/I/I at Peak Day
PHASE 2

365 ERU

Phase 24 Design Daily Flow w/ Average I/I
Phase 2 Maximum Month Flow w/ no I/I

1027 ERU

Phase 25 Maximum Month Flow w/ I/I at Max Month

811 ERU

Phase 26 Peak Day Flow w/I/I at Peak Day

664 ERU

467 ERU

848 ERU

1 77,000gpd unit capacity, 48,500gpd AA Flow with I/I, 46,900 gpd Base Flow.
2 77,000gpd unit capacity, 61,400gpd MM Flow with I/I, 58,660 gpd Base Flow. This is capacity available for connections used in the
Financial Analysis.
3 77,000gpd unit capacity, 75,000gpd PD Flow with I/I, 70,397 gpd Base Flow.
4 140,000 gpd unit capacity, 48,455 gpd AA Flow with I/I, 46,932 gpd Base Flow.
5 140,000 gpd unit capacity, 61,407 gpd MM Flow with I/I, 58,664 gpd Base Flow. This is the increased capacity available for connections
used in the Financial Analysis.
6 140,000 gpd unit capacity, 74,968 PD Flow with I/I, 70,397 gpd Base Flow.
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3.1.2 Conceptual Site Plan
Figure 6 shows the conceptual site plan for implementing the MicroBLOX treatment system in the startup phase,
along with its ancillary facilities. Several of the treatment system’s ancillary facilities, since they will be similar in
size to full buildout of the Water Reclamation Facility, are built in the same location as in the Final Design and
will serve the same function at full buildout; these are the influent pump station, the headworks, and the first
effluent percolation pond facilities.
To accommodate future phasing for adding in additional MicroBLOX units and future full buildout of a Water
Reclamation Facility while the MicroBLOX are in function, the MicroBLOX units, and their ancillary equipment,
are conceptually sited in the area reserved for future membrane units 5 through 8 in the previous Final Design.
Figure 7 is a conceptual process flow diagram for the proposed MicroBLOX system at startup. For more detail,
see the Phase 2 build and cost proposal in Appendix A.
Below is a summary of the features in the conceptual site plan and treatment system at startup:
•
•
•
•

Influent low-pressure force main from distribution system, gravel restoration
Influent pump station, duplex submersible pumps in underground vault, with separate valve and flow
meter vault, similar to previous Final Design
Influent force main from influent pump station
Headworks facility, reduced from previous Final Design, including:








Parallel underground influent channel, concrete
1-3mm coarse screen
2-1mm drum screen with integral screw compactor (1 duty; 1 spare)
2-fine screens
10,000 gallon equalization tank
2 equalization transfer pumps, dry mount (1 duty; 1 spare)
1 influent sampler
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Figure 6: Conceptual Site Plan
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Figure 7: Conceptual Process Flow Diagram
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•

Ovivo MicroBLOX unit and ancillary equipment, weatherized, not enclosed and including:







•

1-140,000 gpd Ovivo MicroBLOX unit with cover
3 supplementary tanks with pre-aeration and post-anoxic zones
4 membrane blowers (3 duty; 1 standby)
2 permeate/clean in place pumps (1 duty; 1 standby)
1 effluent sampler system
5 UV disinfection units (4 duty; 1 standby)

Ancillary equipment on separate skids from MicroBLOX tanks:







•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Treatment System Review

3 pre-aeration blowers (2 duty; 1 standby)
3 recycle pumps (2 duty; 1 standby)
2 waste activated sludge pumps (1 duty; 1 standby)
1-560 gallon clean in place tank with polymer blending and injection system
1-15 CY dewatering box and associated polymer mixing tank and injection system and panel
1 portable membrane box maintenance dewatering pump

1.40 acre percolation pond, similar to previous Final Design
Standby generator and fuel system
Site fire hydrant system
Site drainage system and infiltration trench
Gravel site restoration of area for new facilities and access around the new facilities
Gravel pavement for access road to new facilities from Lopeman Road
Associated excavation and earthwork for new facilities and ponds and access road
Perimeter fence
Effluent low-pressure pipeline from treatment unit to percolation pond, gravel restoration
Cost allowance for temporary storage pond to meet Department of Ecology reliability and redundancy
requirements

The major items from the site Final Design which are excluded for this conceptual site plan and MicroBLOX
treatment system include those listed below:
•
•
•
•
•

Creation of trails and gravel surfacing from Ness’ Corner Road and Lopeman Road
Ornamental site landscaping for site and cover immediately used area with crushed rock surface;
plantings for wetland restoration and buffer enhancement for and hydroseeding of percolation ponds to
remain
Site and access road asphalt paving
Full scale administration building
Treatment facility building

3.1.3 Redundancy and Reliability
Even with a scaled down collection system and treatment facility that is meant to be intermediary to a full
buildout and permanent Water Reclamation Facility, the Washington State Department of Ecology-approved
requirements of the 2008 Facility Plan need to be met. The Department of Ecology is developing an updated
standard for reclaimed water, titled the Reclaimed Water Facilities Manual, or the “Purple Book” that the Port
Hadlock wastewater treatment system would also need to adhere to. Tetra Tech and Ovivo reviewed the August
2017 draft of the “Purple Book” to identify standards, reliability and redundancy requirements for development of
a MicroBLOX treatment system for Port Hadlock. The conceptual treatment system presented in this report is
based on the following approach to meet current reliability and redundancy requirements:
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•
•

•
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Wastewater must be treated for Class A Reclaimed Water Standards in order to be sent to a rapid rate
infiltration system for beneficial reuse in local groundwater augmentation, therefore the treatment system
must meet treatment, reliability, and redundancy requirements outlined in the “Purple Book.”
Hydraulic and biological redundancy will be achieved with redundant tanks and equipment, similar to the
Final Design that Ecology approved in 2008. This redundancy provides full permitted treatment plant
capacity if the largest tank or equipment unit is out of service, and includes extensive alarms and
redundant controls, fine screen, biological reactor, membrane tank, aeration blowers, pumps, membranes
and UV disinfection. The conceptual process flow diagram in Figure 7 shows the redundancy built into
the MicroBLOX (Phase 2) build and cost proposal.
In the future, treatment capacity of the MicroBLOX treatment system can be increased and reliability and
redundancy requirements can be met by adding more supplementary tanks and membrane stacks.
Alternately, the existing redundant units could be used as duty units if short-term storage and standby
replacement equipment is provided, as described in Table 6-6 of the August 2017 draft “Purple Book.”
The conceptual site plan in Figure 6 reserves space for additional treatment units and for a large storage
pond with up to 3 days’ storage capacity or more, similar to the Final Design.
All effluent from the treatment system will be reused for groundwater recharge by discharge to the same
percolation pond that was approved in the Final Design. This pond can be divided into two cells if
required to meet reliability requirements.

In the future, effluent from the treatment system could be used for irrigation and other Class A reuse. This would
require addition of a reclaimed water distribution system including pumps, pipes and chlorination facilities to
maintain chlorine residual in the distribution system as required by Table 6-6 of the August 2017 draft “Purple
Book.” The chlorination facilities would include alarms and redundant controls and chlorination units to assure
reliable performance of the system.
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4. COLLECTION SYSTEM REVIEW
Although a pressurized collection system was not identified as the lowest life cycle cost alternative in the 2008
Facility Plan, a pressurized collection system using grinder pumps was developed as part of this Value
Engineering Review to serve the initial Core Area identified in Figure 2 given its lower anticipated initial capital
cost. This pressurized collection system alternative was developed so that it could provide sewer service to the
first connections in the Core Area, and expand to meet the service needs throughout the entire UGA per the flow
and loads identified in the Facility Plan. Alternatively, the initial pressurized sewer system could be removed and
replaced with a gravity collection system in the future once the sewer utility has an established customer base and
can finance a replacement that may be better suited for the future population density of the Port Hadlock Sewer
Service area. However, the overall cost of replacing an installed sewer system will be greater than if a gravity
sewer system would have been installed initially.
A grinder pump system is evaluated in this Value Engineering Review rather than a STEP (septic tank effluent
pumping) system for the following reasons:
•
•

STEP systems have greater infiltration and inflow (I/I) potential due to septic tanks being subject to
leaking as they age over time.
Solids remain in the tank and do not get conveyed to the wastewater treatment plant:
 The MBR treatment system requires the nutrients from the wastewater solids for the biological
reactor system to work effectively.
 Solids remain in the septic tank and require regular pumping to remove solids and transportation to
dispose of those solids; rather than having solids conveyed to the treatment plant where they can be
processed and handled at one location.

•
•

Septic tanks have a larger footprint and will require more space on each lot, taking up valuable
developable square footage.
There is no anticipated construction cost advantage to STEP system over a grinder pump system as both
rely on essentially the same pressurized collection system infrastructure.

4.1 CRITERIA AND PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS
Key considerations in the design of the pressurized sewer system are listed below:
•

Pipe diameters were chosen such that:
 Head loss (pump pressure) would be within the head requirements for a high head grinder pump unit
such as those manufactured by Environment One
 Minimum flow velocity would be 2 feet/second to reduce solids deposition within the pipelines

•

Grinder pump units were sized and estimated based upon current water service connections in the Core
Area evaluated for this study. Typical cut sheets for grinder pump units are in Appendix B. Assumptions
for sizing units are as follows:
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 Single-family connections would require a simplex pump installation
 Multi-family connections would require a duplex pump installation or larger unit based upon the
Environment One Design Guidelines
 Larger commercial connections would require a larger duplex pump unit
•
•

Along State Route 116, parallel lines are conceptually laid out along each shoulder and in the public rightof-way, with a crossing east of Cedar Street at the treatment plant main influent pipeline.
For pressurized sewer mains:





•

Depth of excavation is assumed to be 5 feet
Trench width is assumed to be 3.5 feet
Complete pavement restoration is assumed over the trench width
Overlay pavement restoration is assumed over the half-width roadway

For service laterals:
 On-site in private property (or beyond the right-of-way), the depth of excavation is assumed to be
3 feet
 On-site in private property, the trench width is assumed to be 2.5 feet
 On-site in private property, the average length of the lateral from the grinder pump to the property
line is assumed to be 25 feet
 In the right-of-way (from the property line to the pressure main), depth of excavation is assumed to be
3 feet
 In the right-of-way, the trench width is assumed to be 2.5 feet
 Average length from edge of property to mainline sewer is 25 feet
 Complete pavement restoration is assumed over the trench width
 Overlay pavement restoration is assumed over the half-width roadway

The assumptions above are reflected in the modified and updated cost estimate for the conceptual collection and
treatment system presented in this Value Engineering Review, as detailed in Section 5.

4.2 PRESSURIZED SEWER SYSTEM LAYOUT & CONFIGURATION
The layout of the proposed pressure sewer system in the Core Area is shown in Figure 8. A summary of the
pipelines to provide service to the Core Area is summarized in Table 4. Table 5 is a summary of the initial grinder
pump connections in private property, estimated based upon the 2016-2018 water meter data for the Core Area
indicating existing developed parcels which would need sewer service.
Table 4: Summary of Mainline Sewers in Right-of-Way
Description/Location
Quantity
Core Area—SR 116 (4” Parallel Mains)
7,507
Core Area—6" Main
3,634
Core Area—3" Main
1,814
Core Area—2" Main
15,132

Unit
LF
LF
LF
LF

Table 5: Summary of Grinder Pump Connections in Private Property
Description/Location
Quantity
Unit
Core Area—Grinder Pumps (Small)
116
EA
Core Area—Grinder Pumps (Medium)
8
EA
Core Area—Grinder Pumps (Large)
16
EA
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Figure 8: Proposed Conveyance System Layout
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5. UPDATED CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATES
Construction cost estimates were developed for the updated treatment plant alternative and pressure collection
system and include sales tax and contingencies (refer to Chapter 6 for discussion and information for Project
Costs—that include other required Indirect and Administration costs to complete the project). For a feasibility
evaluation, construction costs are typically developed to an AACE (Association for the Advancement of Cost
Engineering) Level 4 which assumes the project has been designed to a level of 1% to 15%. At this level, the
AACE typical design contingency is 20%, applied to the estimated construction cost. The purpose of a design
contingency is to provide an allowance for indeterminants which are inherent in a Level 4 feasibility cost
estimate. As the project design progresses, the design contingency would be reduced, and those costs would be
represented in the increased detail of the cost estimate. At bid, the estimate would be fully developed, and the
design contingency would be 0%. A construction contingency is applied to the bottom line to budget for changed
conditions and change orders should they occur.
Although this report is scoped to provide a feasibility evaluation consistent with an AACE Level 4 Construction
Cost Estimate, several parts of this project have been designed to a greater level of detail than at a concept (or
planning) level. Because some parts of the project are in better focus, there is less need for a higher design
contingency because there are fewer unknowns when it comes to estimating construction costs. Therefore, some
lower design contingencies were applied to parts of the project that are better developed and have fewer risks to
unknown costs or unaccounted for costs because the design has been developed to a higher level of detail. Table 6
summarizes the design contingencies applied to major project elements.
Table 6: Design Contingencies
Design
Project Element
Contingency
Justification
Collection System in
15%
This will be pressure mains installed at minimum depth along roadway shoulders. There are
R/W
few existing utilities and it will be easier to avoid any existing obstacles and obstructions.
On-Site Grinder Pumps
20%
This part of the design will be highly variable and specific to each property for location of the
on Private Property
grinder pump, control panel location and electrical panel modifications, and site restoration.
Conveyance Mainline
10%
This will be a pressure pipe installed along an easement. The previous gravity sewer design
to WWTP
will need to be redesigned. All conditions and potential constructability needs from a design
standpoint are understood.
Treatment Plant
12%
The overall contingency applied to treatment plant is an aggregate number based upon three
major elements:
• Treated Water Effluent Pipeline and infiltration ponds are already designed to 100% and
should not change. This element represents 8% of the cost estimate and zero design
contingency was applied.
• Ovivo Modular Unit will be skid mounted and factory tested. This element represents 64%
of the cost estimate and 10% design contingency was applied.
• Site redesign is new design. This element represents 28% of the cost estimate and a 20%
design contingency was applied.
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Spreadsheets and tables building up the construction cost estimates are included in Appendix C. Following are
summary tables of the costs for the conceptual treatment system and site, and for the pressurized sewer system
including on-site grinder pumps and service lines for existing parcels that have a water meter in the Core Area
evaluated.

5.1 TREATMENT PLANT ESTIMATE COSTS
Table 7 provides a summary of the AACE Level 4 construction costs for the treatment system and modified site
design concept presented in this Value Engineering Review.
Table 7: Conceptual Treatment Plant Construction Cost Estimate Summary
Item
Division 1
Division 2
Division 3
Section 200
Section 300
Section 400
Section 500
Section 1000
Division 4
Section 200
Section 400
Division 5
Section 100
Section 200
Section 300
Section 400
Divisions 6-8
Section 200
Section 400
Division 9
Section 200
Section 300
Section 400
Section 500
Division 10
Section 200
Section 400
Division 11
Division 12

Division 21
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Section 200
Section 200
Section 400

Description
General Requirements (~6%)
Existing Conditions
Concrete
Administration Building
Headworks
Treatment Facility
Influent Pump station
Standby Generator and Fuel System
Masonry
Administration Building
Treatment Facility
Metals
Sitework
Administration Building
Headworks
Treatment Facility
Architectural Elements
Administration Building
Treatment Facility
Finishes
Administration Building
Headworks
Treatment Facility
Influent Pump station
Specialties
Administration Building
Treatment Facility
Equipment
Administration Building
Furnishings
Administration Building
Treatment Facility
Fire Suppression

Cost
$438,190
$0
$213,248

$0

$38,035

$0

$36,481

$0

$0
$26,824

$0

Wastewater System Value Engineering Review

Item
Division 22
Section 100
Section 200
Section 300
Section 400
Section 500
Section 600
Section 700
Section 800
Section 900
Section 1000
Division 23
Section 200
Section 400
Division 26

Division 27

Section 100
Section 200
Section 300
Section 400
Section 500
Section 1000
Section 100
Section 200

Division 28
Section 200
Section 400
Division 31
Section 100
Section 200
Section 300
Section 400
Section 500
Section 600
Section 700
Section 800
Section 900
Division 32

Division 33

Section 100
Section 600
Section 700
Section 100
Section 600

Updated Construction Cost Estimates

Description
Plumbing
Sitework
Administration Building
Headworks
Treatment Facility
Influent Pump station
Percolation Ponds
Influent Gravity Pipeline
Influent Forcemain Pipeline
Effluent Low Pressure Pipeline
Standby Generator and Fuel System
Heating Ventilating and Air Conditioning
Administration Building
Treatment Facility
Electrical
Sitework
Administration Building
Headworks
Treatment Facility
Influent Pump station
Standby Generator and Fuel System
Communications
Sitework
Administration Building
Electronic Safety and Security
Administration Building
Treatment Facility
Earthwork
Sitework
Administration Building
Headworks
Treatment Facility
Influent Pump station
Percolation Ponds
Influent Gravity Pipeline
Influent Forcemain Pipeline
Effluent Low Pressure Pipeline
Exterior Improvements—Includes Landscape and Wetland Mitigation
Sitework
Percolation Ponds
Influent Gravity Pipeline
Utilities—Storm water
Sitework
Percolation Ponds

Cost
$165,278

$0

$655,688

$15,629

$0

$443,633

$258,369

$91,274
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Item
Division 40
Section 200
Section 300
Section 400
Section 500
Section 1000
Division 41
Section 400
Division 42

Division 43

Section 300
Section 400
Section 500
Section 300

Division 46
Section 200
Section 300
Section 400
Section 500

Updated Construction Cost Estimates

Description
Instrumentation and Controls
Administration Building
Headworks
Treatment Facility
Influent Pump station
Standby Generator and Fuel System
Lifting Equipment
Treatment Facility
Process Water Systems
Headworks
Treatment Facility
Influent Pump station
Process Gas and Liquid Handling, purification, and Storage Equipment
Headworks
Water and Wastewater Equipment
Administration Building
Headworks
Treatment Facility
Influent Pump station
Total Estimated Direct Cost (Rounded)
Design Contingency (12%)
Total Estimated Cost with Design Contingency
Mobilization/Demob
Contractor Office Overhead
Contractor Profit
Bond and Insurance
Total Estimated Construction Cost (2018)
Escalation to midpt of Construction
Subtotal
Construction Contingency (Change Orders)
Sales Tax
Total Estimated Construction Cost (Rounded)

Cost
$254,998

$0
$69,898

$0
$3,208,018

12.0%
2.5%
5.0%
10.0%
2.0%
2.20%
10.0%
9.5%

$5,915,563
$710,000
$6,625,563
$166,000
$331,000
$663,000
$133,000
$7,918,563
$174,000
$8,092,563
$809,000
$768,793
$9,670,000

5.2 PRESSURIZED SEWER COLLECTION SYSTEM ESTIMATED
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Table 8 provides a summary of the AACE Level 4 construction costs for the conceptual collection system on both
public right-of-way and private property within the study Core Area.
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Table 8: Conceptual Pressure Collection System Construction Cost Estimate Summary
Description
Pressure pipes and grinder pumps at treatment plant startup (private ROW)

Cost

Total Estimated Direct Cost (Rounded)
Design Contingency (20%)

$2,212,675
20.0%

Total Estimated Cost with Design Contingency

$443,000
$2,655,675

Mobilization/Demob
Contractor Office Overhead
Contractor Profit

2.5%
5.0%
10.0%

$66,000
$133,000
$266,000

Bond and Insurance

2.0%

$53,000

Total Estimated Construction Cost (2018)

$3,173,675

Total Estimated Construction Cost (2018)

$3,173,675

Escalation to midpt of Construction

2.20%

Subtotal

$70,000
$3,243,675

Contingency

10.0%

$324,000

Sales Tax

9.5%

$308,149

Total Estimated Construction Cost for private ROW conveyance (Rounded)

$3,876,000

Pressure pipes at treatment plant startup (public ROW)
Total Estimated Direct Cost (Rounded)
Design Contingency (15%)

$2,979,541
15.0%

Total Estimated Cost with Design Contingency
Mobilization/Demob
Contractor Office Overhead
Contractor Profit
Bond and Insurance

$447,000
$3,426,541

2.5%
5.0%
10.0%
2.0%

$86,000
$171,000
$343,000
$69,000

Total Estimated Construction Cost (2018)

$4,095,541

Total Estimated Construction Cost (2018)

$4,095,541

Escalation to midpt of Construction

2.20%

Subtotal
Contingency
Sales Tax

$4,185,541
10.0%
9.5%

Total Estimated Construction Cost for public ROW conveyance (Rounded)
Total Estimated Construction Cost for Collection System (Rounded)

$90,000
$419,000
$397,626
$5,002,000

$8,878,000

5.3 COMPARISON OF GRAVITY & PRESSURE SEWER SYSTEM
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
In November of 2013, Tetra Tech completed a 10% level design of a gravity collection system to service the
initial Core Area and Rhody Drive Area. At that time, a construction cost estimate was completed (AACE Level
3). This estimate included construction costs for the gravity sewer, local lift stations, gravity service laterals to
properties, and some grinder pump services for parcels that were downslope of the street (such as some waterfront
parcels).
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The estimated construction cost of the pressure sewers in the Core Area in the concept presented in this Value
Engineering Review including grinder pumps is $8,878,000 (see Table 8)– including the pressure mainline to the
treatment plant site. Comparably, the construction cost for the 2013 proposed gravity collection system for the
Core Area including the gravity mainline to the treatment plant site is $12,693,000 when escalated to 2018 dollars
(from $11,829,900 in 2013 dollars). This is a cost difference of $3,598,000 in 2018 dollars. See Appendix D—
Construction Cost Estimate Backup–2013 Gravity Collection System and Treatment Plan for the comparable
gravity collection system costs.

5.4 COMPARISION OF MBR & MICROBLOX TREATMENT PLANT COSTS
The 2008 Facility Plan presented a capital improvement plan for an Initial Phase MBR treatment plant that would
provide capacity for the Core, Alcohol Plant, and Rhody Drive areas. Based upon anticipated commercial growth
and population projections, this treatment plant would serve a planned number of 432 ERUs initially and provide
capacity up to 584 ERUs before a required capacity upgrade involving installation of additional membrane
cassettes. The next major capital expansion would occur at 1,241 ERUs, after which the installation of a second
treatment train would be required, involving additional concrete tanks, piping, electrical, and controls systems.
In November 2013, Tetra Tech completed final design and a construction cost estimate for the wastewater
treatment plant. Since then, the project has been on hold awaiting grant funding to make the project affordable.
The November 2013 cost estimate was $15,496,000; which included an administration building, paved access
road, and site improvements as indicated in the final design documents. For this evaluation, the 2013 treatment
plant estimate was modified to remove the paved access road and the administration building to accurately
compare it to the MicroBLOX treatment plant option. The modified cost is $14,285,000 (in 2013 dollars). This is
a cost savings of $1,211,000 due to removal of the administration building and pavement. When escalated for
inflation to 2018, the estimated construction cost for the MBR plant would be $15,327,000.
The initial construction cost estimate for the MicroBLOX System is $9,670,000 (see Table 7). This is a
$5,657,000 savings in initial construction costs for system startup. These savings are realized by the ability to
scale the initial MicroBLOX system to smaller initial size to accommodate just the initial users whereas the MBR
plant could not effectively be downsized at startup, resulting in more initial capacity being constructed at startup
than what is needed for the initial users.

5.5 OVERALL SYSTEM COST SUMMARY AND COMPARISON
Table 9 provides a summary comparison of treatment plant and collection system costs between the MBR and
gravity sewer system design and the MicroBLOX and pressure sewer alternative evaluated in this report.
Table 9: Overall System Construction Cost Summary and Comparison
2013 Design
Estimate1

2018 Feasibility Estimate

Estimated Savings

$10,040,300
$2,652,700
$12,693,000

$5,002,000
$3,876,000
$8,878,000

$5,038,300
($1,223,300)
$3,815,000

Wastewater Treatment:
WWTP & Reuse Area

$15,327,0002

$9,670,000

$5,657,000

TOTAL ESTIMATE(Construction Only) 3

$28,020,000

$18,548,000

$9,472,000

System
Sewer Collection:
Mainline Sewer System
Private On-Site Services
Subtotal Sewer Collection
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2013 estimated construction costs inflated to 2018 values.
2013 construction cost estimate based on 100% design documents with administration building and pavement removed; inflated to
2018 values.
3. Design, permitting, construction management and other non-construction costs are not included in these figures.

5.6 LONG-TERM CONSIDERATIONS AND TRADEOFFS
The summary table indicates an initial savings of $9,472,000 achievable by implementing a MicroBLOX
treatment system with a grinder pump pressurized sewer system compared to implementing an MBR treatment
system with a gravity sewer system as recommended in the Sewer Facility Plan.
Although there are benefits to having a lower initial cost to get the wastewater system started, there are some
long-term tradeoffs that would have to be accepted in exchange for this initial cost savings:
•

Wastewater Treatment System
 The capacity of the initial MicroBLOX system will be close to capacity of most of the existing water
customers in the Core Area connected on day-one. This will mean that an expansion to the existing
unit including additional membranes, blowers and storage tank will be needed within a few years as
the area develops and there are more sewer connections.
 Longer term, there will be more frequent need for additional MicroBLOX units as the Port Hadlock
area grows and develops. This expansion of capacity will be more frequent than the planned capital
improvements mapped out in the Sewer Facility Plan. At some point in the future, the amount spent
on adding MicroBLOX units will be greater than implementing the planned capital expansions in the
Facility Plan.
 As the Port Hadlock area grows and wastewater volumes increase, multiple MicroBLOX units may
not be as effective in treating the larger volumes. At some point in the future, the MicroBLOX units
may need to be removed and replaced with an MBR system in order to better manage the treatment of
larger wastewater volumes.

•

Sewer Collection System
 The pressurized system is estimated to bring initial savings to this project which would be expected
and may be necessary to get this system up and running. Pressurized systems are very typical of small
sewer systems that are not expected to expand.
 The initial cost of the pressure collection system constructed in the street right-of-way is less
expensive than gravity sewer lines because of eliminating deep excavations, manholes, pump stations,
and potentially some of the road restoration costs associated with installing gravity sewers.
 The on-site grinder pump costs are more expensive than a gravity service connection and are
transferred to the private property owners. This is because a grinder pump unit must be installed at
each service connection which includes the cost of the pump unit, control panel, and connection to the
home’s electrical panel for each connection. By comparison, a gravity connection requires only a
simple pipe from the home/business to the street lateral.
 On-site grinder pumps are typically owned by the property owner. Ongoing operation and
maintenance of the grinder pump unit will be greater than the cost of a gravity sewer service
connection. This includes cost for electricity which will be included on the customer’s electric bill,
and maintenance and replacement of pump cores as they wear out. If DOE requires the utility to own
the grinder pumps, each property owner will need to provide a maintenance easement in order to
install a grinder pump.
 Although gravity sewer systems have centralized pump stations, the overall cost per connection to
operate and maintain the pumping system is less due to economies of scale.
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 As the Port Hadlock area grows, the higher cost for each on-site grinder pump connection will have
cost more money overall than if a gravity sewer system had been installed initially.
 Once a pressurized sewer system is installed, it is unlikely that a gravity sewer system will be
installed to replace it in the future (once there are more sewer customers). If the collection system is
replaced in the future when there is a greater population in Port Hadlock, the overall costs in the long
run will be greater than if a gravity sewer had been installed initially.
 These pressurized collection systems tend to lose their cost advantages as systems expand and
connect more users since their on-site connection cost combined with maintenance and operation
costs are higher.
 Finally, centralized pump stations in a gravity collection system would have backup power and
remain operating during a power outage, on-site grinder pumps will not unless the
homeowner/business owners also invest in their own generators.
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6. FUNDING & FINANCE UPDATE
The purpose of this financial analysis is to review the estimated construction costs for a modular wastewater
treatment facility and pressurized collection system for the initial Core Area of the Port Hadlock Wastewater
System. This level of review from the funding and financial perspective will assist Jefferson County in
understanding the financial impacts of pursuing this alternative.

6.1 BACKGROUND
Commercial property owners within the Core Area have been requesting that Jefferson County continue toward
development of a public sewer system. Ideas under discussion to reduce initial capital investment include a
smaller initial area (only the Core Area) and reconsideration of a pressurized sewer collection system. In the
meantime, the wastewater treatment equipment manufacturer has come out with a modular unit that has been
permitted and is operational in nearby Port Gamble, Kitsap County. This could be another opportunity to reduce
initial capital investment.

6.2 KEY ASSUMPTIONS
The following key assumptions were used in the financial analysis:
•

•

•

•

•

All prior costs have been funded through grants, 2011 bond sale, Public Works Trust Fund (PWTF) loan
and proceeds from the Jefferson County Public Infrastructure Fund (PIF) and will not be reimbursed by
eventual sewer customers. 50% of the proceeds of the PIF (0.09 Percent Rural County Sales Tax) have
been allocated to Port Hadlock Wastewater System and are being used to repay the outstanding bonds and
PWTF loan. The 2011 bonds will be retired in 2030, PIF proceeds will sunset in 2032 and are
programmed for a balloon payment on the PWTF loan in 2033.
Updated construction cost estimates from Section 5 include typical bid items such as sales tax and
contingency. Other necessary costs have been added for a complete project cost, such as final design &
bid documents (based on Tetra Tech estimate prepared for Jefferson County) and construction
management (8% of construction).
The initial MicroBLOX unit at Phase 1 with 77,000 gallons per day has the capacity to serve 446
Equivalent Residential Units (ERUs) after taking I/I into account. Phase 2 with 140,000 gallons per day
would have capacity for 811 ERUs with adjustment for I/I. From a customer perspective, an ERU is
considered 132 gallons per day per ERU (2.2 persons x 60 gallons per day). This is equivalent to
approximately 4,000 gallons per month (3,960 gallons for a typical 30 day month, rounded up) per ERU.
Updated PUD water usage records received in February 2019 were reviewed to identify average winter
water use for existing customers within the Core Area. Based on average winter flow, the existing homes
and businesses are equal to approximately 356 ERU. This is the number of assumed initial connection
ERUs.
Over a 20-year period, with a modest annual growth rate of 1.49 percent, 122 additional ERUs would
connect, for a 20-year total of 478 ERUs. The 1.49% growth rate is based on population growth from
Jefferson County’s Comprehensive Plan and results in 5-6 new ERUs per year. While population growth
is not a direct indicator of growth in sewer connections, it is a reasonably conservative assumption for this
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study. Overly optimistic projections of new sewer hookups can have significant consequences in terms of
lower revenue from connection fees to repay the debt for constructing the initial sewer system. The
Belfair sewer (Mason County, WA) has suffered from a low rate of new connections after the existing
water customers were added which has caused financial strain on that system. For Port Hadlock, it is also
reasonable to assume that once the sewer is constructed and existing water customers are hooked up, there
may be a lag of several years before development and redevelopment occurs with properties changing
hands, owners need to find financing and permits must be obtained.
The collection system costs have been separated between those on public right-of-way (ROW) and those
on private ROW. The public ROW costs will be financed by local improvement district (LID)
assessments supplemented by grants. The private on-site costs include installation of a grinder pump with
electrical panel, decommissioning an existing septic tank and an allowance for landscape restoration and
will be paid for by property owners.
In 2013, Macauley and Associates, LTD estimated the special benefit potential from the Port Hadlock
Sewer to be $7.78 million for the Core Area. In order to be conservative, this evaluation assumes that a
local improvement district (LID) would generate up to $3.9 million for construction of the collection
system serving the Core Area, based on 50% of the special benefit potential. Typically, an LID of this
nature would attempt to capture less than the full special benefit potential (range of 50%-70%) to avoid
protests, loss of support for the LID, and potential litigation. A recent example is the Seattle Waterfront
LID that used 50% of special benefit.
The cost to finance an LID assumes 20% of the LID-financed construction, including 10% for a required
guaranty fund, 6.5% allowance for interim interest/financing and 3.5% allowance for final bond financing
costs. Depending on the funding source, these costs may be higher or lower.

6.3 POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
Katy Isaksen attended the annual Infrastructure Assistance Coordinating Council (IACC) conference in October
2018 and had one-on-one conversations with the key funding partners—US Department of Agriculture Rural
Development (USDA-RD), Ecology, Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), etc. In general, the funders
were encouraged to hear that Jefferson County is continuing efforts to bring the system to life in the most cost
effective manner. They are aware of the situation with the Belfair sewer construction in 2011 which after
receiving significant grants and appropriations for construction has since struggled with cash flow and debt
repayment on the borrowed funds due to its high initial cost, relatively low number of connections and slow rate
of growth. To that end, the primary funders (Ecology and USDA-RD) confirmed the requirement of establishing
an LID in order to be eligible for further grant and loan funding. An established LID provides confirmation of
local support and strengthens the financial backing of a large investment in a new system. CDBG also confirmed
interest in participating with grant funding (potentially up to $750,000) when the project is ready to go forward.
The funding tech team members (partners and funding program administrators) offered to meet in Jefferson
County when appropriate. The funding tech team originated with the 2008 Facility Plan and IACC conferences.
Jefferson County is anticipating an appropriation for $1,422,000 as a grant for the Port Hadlock Wastewater
System (this capital budget item was passed by the House and Senate but has not yet been signed by the
Governor). Other legislative appropriations on the state and federal level should continue to be pursued to
supplement the grants available through the funding programs.
Jefferson County has dedicated 50% of PIF money from the 0.09 Percent Rural County Sales Tax for the Port
Hadlock Sewer System. This funding source provided by the Washington State legislature is set to sunset after 25
years per RCW 82.14.370, or 2032. The PIF distribution has allowed the project to reach the current stage and is
being used to repay the 2011 bond issue and a Public Works Trust Fund loan. If the State legislature were to
extend the 0.09 Percent Rural County Sales Tax program beyond 25 years, these additional funds could be used to
support the debt repayment for the initial sewer construction. For example, Clallam County is using its
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Opportunity Fund (same 0.09 percent funds with different name) to repay the debt incurred to construct the sewer
in Carlsborg and connection to the treatment plant at the City of Sequim.

6.4 ESTIMATED PROJECT COST FOR INITIAL PHASE
The following project costs include the construction cost estimates from Chapter 5, design services and
construction management and other preliminary costs necessary to complete the project and establish a sewer
utility.
The total estimated project cost of the initial modular treatment (MicroBLOX Phase 1) and pressure sewer
collection system to serve the Core Area is $23.1 million. This total includes $18.6 million for shared public
facilities (treatment, reuse, influent pipeline and collection system in the public right-of-way) and $4.5 million for
side sewers to connect homes and businesses with grinder pumps and electrical panels on individual properties.
Existing septic systems will be decommissioned.
Table 10: Estimated Project Cost for Initial Phase
ESTIMATE FOR MODULAR MICROBLOX & PRESSURE SYSTEM
Initial Capital Cost
Preliminary/Other
Land Acquisition
Environmental/Cultural Review
Permitting
$40,000
Other (Establish LID/Legal/Rate Study/Ordinance)
$300,000
County Project Administration
$250,000
Utility Operations Startup
$125,000
Subtotal Preliminary
Initial Wastewater Treatment Facility (Reuse & Pipeline) Core Area
Construction 1
$9,670,000
Design: final & bid documents
$930,000
Construction Mgmt @ 8%
$774,000
Subtotal Initial Treatment Facility
Total Treatment & Common
Initial Pressurized Collection System (public R/W)
Core Area
Construction 2
$5,002,000
Design
$350,000
Construction Mgmt @ 8%
$400,000
$780,000
LID Financing (20% of assumed $3,900,000 LID)3
Subtotal Initial Collection System
Total System w/Initial Collection System

completed
completed
completed/refresh
updated, not specific
$50k +Swr Proj Mgr 100k x 2 yrs
approx. first year o&m

$715,000

based on Tt design estimate
reduced from 10% to 8%

$11,374,000
$12,089,000
$5.002 mil public ROW
based on Tt design estimate
reduced from 10% to 8%
@ 50% spec ben, $3.89 mil

$6,532,000
$18,621,000 + Grinder Pump & Side Sewer

Option: Include Initial Grinder Pump & Side Sewers
Core Area-Existing
Construction 2
$3,876,000
$3.876 mil private ROW
based on Tt design estimate
Design
$300,000
Construction Mgmt @ 8%
$310,000
reduced from 10% to 8%
Subtotal Initial Side Sewers
$4,486,000
Total Estimated Project Cost
$23,107,000
1,2
Tt estimate file 3-20-19 for Sewer VE with Microblox (Phase 1 77,000 gpd capacity) and pressure sewer for Core area only.
3
LID assumed to support 50% of special benefit (core area $7.78 million, 2013). The cost to
finance an LID includes a 10% required guaranty fund, 6.5% allowance for interim interest/financing ,
and 3.5% allowance for final bond financing costs (total 20% of LID financed construction).
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From a financing perspective, there is an option whether to include the initial side sewers or leave that to
individual property owners. The difference would be whether Jefferson County would borrow for the initial side
sewers, to be repaid by the property owners, or whether the property owners would directly contract for side
sewer installation.
This estimate assumes that a sewer project manager will be available for two years to bring the system through
construction to connection of sewer customers and have a key role in construction management, system testing
and coordinating individual connections. Therefore, the construction management allowance was reduced from
10% to 8%.

6.5 ESTIMATED PROJECT COST PER ERU FOR INITIAL PHASE
The estimated cost per ERU for the public sewer (without side sewers) will depend on the amount of future grants
received to make the system more affordable. Future grant amounts are compared in Table 11 to demonstrate how
the cost per ERU could be reduced. If no future grants are received, the cost per ERU would be $40,900 ($27,200
treatment system plus $13,700 collection system). The cost could be reduced to $12,100 per ERU with future
grants of $13 million. Future grants of $11 million would result in $16,600 per ERU, $9 million grant would be
$21,100 and $7 million in grants would result in $25,600 per ERU. The future grants are first assigned to the
collection system as the LID is assumed to finance up to 50% of the special benefit at $3.9 million. This requires
$3 million in grants and results in a typical LID assessment of $7,400 per ERU. Increasingly higher grant amounts
are used to reduce the connection charge to an affordable level. In order to have a connection charge of up to
$5,000 per ERU, future grants must be $13 million.
Table 11: Estimated Project Cost per ERU Initial Phase - Public Sewer
WITH FUTURE GRANTS
FUTURE GRANTS/APPROPRIATIONS SCENARIOS:
Port Hadlock Wastewater Treatment
$0 $7,000,000 $9,000,000 $11,000,000 $13,000,000
CONNECTION CHARGES FOR COMMON & SHARED TREATMENT/REUSE FACILITIES + LID FOR COLLECTION
This alternative divides Initial Costs by Initial Capacity + Core Collection by 20-year Core ERU
a. Connection Charge due upon connecting
Preliminary/Other
$715,000
$715,000
$715,000
$715,000
$715,000
Initial Wastewater Treatment Facility - Common
$11,374,000 $11,374,000 $11,374,000 $11,374,000 $11,374,000
Less: Future Grants
$0 -$4,000,000 -$6,000,000 -$8,000,000 -$10,000,000
Subtotal Initial Treatment Facility
$12,089,000 $8,089,000 $6,089,000 $4,089,000 $2,089,000
Ovivo Ph. 1 capacity 446 ERU
Initial Capacity ERU's
446
a. Connection Charge due upon connecting
$27,200
$18,200
$13,700
$9,200
$4,700 per ERU
b. + LID Assessment
Core Area Collection System Costs
$6,532,000 $6,532,000 $6,532,000 $6,532,000 $6,532,000
Less: Future Grants
$0 -$3,000,000 -$3,000,000 -$3,000,000 -$3,000,000
Subtotal Core Area Collection System Cost
$6,532,000 $3,532,000 $3,532,000 $3,532,000 $3,532,000
356 ERU + 1.49% growth/yr
20-Year Core Area ERU's
478
b. LID Assessment paid over 20-years
$13,700
$7,400
$7,400
$7,400
$7,400 per ERU
Total Estimated Cost per ERU - Initial Core Area
$40,900
$25,600
$21,100
$16,600
$12,100 per ERU + On-Site Costs
This funding alternative divides Initial Costs by Initial Capacity ERU + Core Collection by 20-year Core ERU
This alternative assumes the LID will finance up to 50% of the special benefit, or up to $3.9 million

Initial on-site side sewer costs are estimated to be $12,600 per ERU on average, after dividing the estimated
$4.486 million by 356 initial ERUs. The costs on each property include the cost for the grinder pump unit and
additional costs that are expected to vary based on the length and location of the grinder pump between the street
and building, whether landscaping is disturbed and needs refurbishment, control panel installation, and
modifications and connections to existing electrical panels, etc. This estimate reflects a typical residential
connection with 25 feet of pipe, installation, grinder pump and electrical panel, allowance for landscape
restoration, decommissioning an existing septic tank, and allowances for design and construction management.
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Table 12: Estimated Project Cost per ERU – Side Sewers
Estimated Initial On-Site Project Costs
# of
Average per typical residence
ERUs
Estimated Side Sewer & Grinder Pump Cost
Initial Core Aree ERUs
356
c. On-Site Costs per Initial Core Area ERU
TOTAL COST PER ERU (a+b+c)

FUTURE GRANTS/APPROPRIATIONS SCENARIOS:
$0 $7,000,000 $9,000,000 $11,000,000 $13,000,000
$4,486,000 $4,486,000 $4,486,000 $4,486,000 $4,486,000
2019 existing per water usage

$12,600

$12,600

$12,600

$12,600

$12,600 per ERU + Conn Chg & LID

$53,500

$38,200

$33,700

$29,200

$24,700 per ERU

6.5.1 Comments on Project Cost per ERU
Table 11 calculates the cost components on a per ERU basis for ease of discussion and comparison. This is typical
for sewer planning and demonstrates the impact on an average single family residential connection. While the
ERU is a planning measure, portions of costs can be distributed by other methods when it makes sense in terms of
fairness and equity to all.
•

•

Common & Shared WWTP Facilities—This method works well with a connection charge where ERUs
can be measured for all sewer customers, such as each residential dwelling unit equals one ERU and
commercial water usage is converted to ERUs at 4,000 gallons per month. (132 gallons per day x 30 days,
rounded). Size of the water meter is another method of distributing the treatment capacity costs, where a
typical residential meter of 5/8” is equal to 1 ERU and larger meter sizes are multiples based on industry
standard measures.
Collection System—The LID to be formed for the collection system costs will likely not be distributed
on an ERU basis. The special benefit methodology recognizes the special benefit to each individual parcel
within the LID due to the availability of sewer, or the increased value before and after the collection
system is installed. The impacts on parcels varies for many reasons, such as current use, future potential
use under Urban Growth Area (UGA) zoning, individual property values, etc. The LID is envisioned to
finance the collection system piping that serves the Core Area and transports the sewage to the WWTP
facility. Washington State law requires that LID assessments not exceed the special benefit to each
property and must be proportional to one another. All properties within the LID would receive an
assessment even if the property is currently undeveloped and not immediately connected to sewer. The
assessments could be paid off over 20 years or paid upfront to avoid interest charges. More traditional
methods of determining property assessments for a sewer collection line may be considered, including per
parcel, acre, front foot or zone and termini.
The County contracted with an experienced LID appraisal firm Macaulay and Associates, LTD for a
special benefit mass appraisal report in 2013. While this information would need to be updated due to
changes in the market over the last 6 years, it provides a good estimate from which to begin discussions
about what an LID assessment might look like. A recent example of an LID established with special
benefit assessments is the Seattle Waterfront project in early 2019.
As a reminder, the “per ERU costs” calculated in this chapter represent averages only and cannot be used
to calculate the cost for any specific parcel in the study area. This will require further work, such as
discussion with some type of sewer advisory group, creating sewer ordinances that include rates/fees, and
pre-LID formation effort to establish target grant amounts to result in a system that is “affordable”.
There are an estimated 263 acres within the Core area based on Jefferson County assessor records. If the
LID costs were distributed on a per acre basis, the LID cost per acre would range between $24,800 with
no additional grants and $13,400 with $13 million in grants.

•

On-Site Costs—The planning level costs represent a typical connection to the stub at the property line.
This includes installation of a grinder pump and electrical panel and decommissioning an existing septic
tank. This estimate also includes allowances for design, contingency and construction management. In
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reality, each property will vary in the length of pipe required, amount of landscaping/driveway/property
that must be disturbed, etc.

6.6 BORROWING ASSUMPTIONS
This analysis assumes that the County would need to borrow the funds necessary to construct the wastewater
system that are not provided by grants. Table 3 provides an estimate of potential assumptions for borrowing the
remainder of the project costs, after future grants and appropriations. Jefferson County would be promising to
make the annual debt payments regardless of number of customers to assist. The portions are anticipated to be
handled differently as described below:
•

•
•

Common/Shared WW Treatment Facilities—These costs have been anticipated to be paid through
connection charges when connecting to the system. The connection charges would likely reflect the
number of ERU’s anticipated for a customer. The connection charge revenue would take into
consideration that the capacity is 446 ERU’s, yet only 356 are expected initially. This would mean that
Jefferson County would be bridging the gap. The growth of 5-6 new ERU’s per year in this analysis
would not be sufficient to meet the annual debt payments.
Collection System LID—These costs are anticipated to be covered in the LID assessments to each of the
parcels within the Core Area, regardless of when they connect to the system. The assessments would
show up on the property tax bill and paid over 20 years.
On-Site Costs—will be funded by individual property owners.

Table 13: Borrowing Assumptions and Estimated Debt Service for Initial Phase
Port Hadlock Wastewater Treatment
FUTURE GRANTS/APPROPRIATIONS SCENARIOS:
Borrowing Assumptions
$0 $7,000,000 $9,000,000 $11,000,000 $13,000,000
Estimated Debt Service
Common/Shared WW Treatment Facilities
$12,089,000 $12,089,000 $12,089,000 $12,089,000 $12,089,000
Future Grant This Scenario
$0 -$4,000,000 -$6,000,000 -$8,000,000 -$10,000,000
Remainder to be Borrowed - WWTP
$12,089,000 $8,089,000 $6,089,000 $4,089,000 $2,089,000
Borrowing Term in Years
30
Borrowing Interest Rate
3.3%
Estimated Annual Debt Service
$641,000
$429,000
$323,000
$217,000
$111,000
To be supported by Jefferson County and repaid by new sewer connections.
Collection System LID
Future Grant This Scenario
Remainder to be Borrowed - Collection System LID
Borrowing Term in Years
20
Borrowing Interest Rate
3.0%
Estimated Annual Debt Service
To be repaid by LID Assessments.

$6,532,000
$0
$6,532,000

$439,000

$6,532,000 $6,532,000
-$3,000,000 -$3,000,000
$3,532,000 $3,532,000

$237,000

$237,000

$6,532,000 $6,532,000
-$3,000,000 -$3,000,000
$3,532,000 $3,532,000

$237,000

$237,000

Each funding program varies in setting interest rates and term of borrowing, including bonds. These estimates are
planning level and may be higher or lower than actual. For example, Ecology has higher interest rates for a 30year term but offers reductions for hardship; USDA-RD offers a 40-year term; and statutes have allowed LID
assessments over 20-years, etc. The actual term and interest rates will be determined at financing.
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6.7 ESTIMATED OPERATING COST PER ERU FOR INITIAL PHASE
The initial annual sewer program costs are estimated to be $371,000, including O&M $123,000, administration
$111,000, replacement of short-lived assets $87,000 and building up a reserve for emergencies $50,000 (see Table
14). By spreading this annual cost over the initial 356 ERU, the estimated monthly cost is $87.00 per ERU.
Table 14: Estimated Operating Cost per ERU for Initial Phase

Port Hadlock Annual Sewer Program
Annual Budget Cost per ERU
Operations & Maintenance
Labor (@ .30 FTE + growth)
$39,200
Other Annual O&M Costs
$83,800
$29.00
Total Annual O&M Costs (unescalated)
$123,000
Administration
Annual Administration (@ 90% x O&M)1
$111,000
Subtotal Administration
$111,000
$26.00
2
Short-Lived Assets
$87,000
$20.00
3
Build up Emergency Reserve
$50,000
$12.00
Estimated Operating Budget
$371,000
$87.00

1

Admin. (estimated based on local examples at $100,000 or 90% x O&M. Budgets

typical at 75% but actuals at 100%) includes cost of administration, billing &
accounting, state tax, insurance, overhead/shared professional services, etc.
2

Short-lived assets based on annual average to fund replacement of 15-year assets.

3

Build up Emergency Reserve of $300,000 over 6 years.

•
•
•

•
•
•

O&M costs include labor (0.3 FTE at $62.10 hourly for salary, benefits and indirect), power for the
treatment facility, supplies and chemicals, grinder pump maintenance, and Biosolids hauling, treatment
and tipping.
An electrical panel to power the grinder pump will be connected to each home/business. Power for the
grinder pumps will be paid by homeowner/business owners and is not included in this cost.
Administration was estimated to be the higher of $100,000 or 90% x O&M costs after reviewing local
sewer programs (Clallam Co., Kitsap Co., and Jefferson Co. PUD). The intent is that the County will
contract where it makes sense and is at a better scale for efficiencies, such as contract billing on the PUD
water bills.
The short lived assets is based on the average annual amount necessary to fund the replacement over 15
years.
An emergency reserve of $300,000 is assumed to be funded over 6 years.
If there are fewer initial connections to the sewer system than assumed in this report, it is possible that the
O&M rate would need to increase or the County would need to subsidize the O&M rate until more
connections were achieved.

6.8 FINANCIAL CONCLUSION
This modular MBR treatment system with pressure collection system would require an initial capital investment
of $23.1 million ($12.1 million for treatment, $6.5 million collection system plus $4.5 million for initial side
sewer connections), as shown on Table 15. The Phase 1 treatment system has capacity for 446 ERU and there are
356 existing ERU based on 2019 water use records. With an annual growth rate of 1.49 percent, there will be 5-6
ERU per year with a 20-year total of 478.
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Table 15: Estimated System Cost for Initial Phase
Initial System in Core Area
Estimated Cost ($2018)
Estimate Cost Summary
Construction
Project
Preliminary/Administration/Startup
$0
$715,000
Wastewater Treatment Facilities
$9,670,000
$11,374,000
Pressurized Collection System (public R/W)
$5,002,000
$6,532,000
Subtotal Public Shared Costs
$14,672,000
$18,621,000
On-Site Grinder Pump & Side Sewer
$3,876,000
$4,486,000
Estimated Initial System Cost
$18,548,000
$23,107,000

This project is estimated to cost $40,900 per ERU plus on-site costs without grant funding, as shown on Table 11.
It is clear that significant grants will be needed to make this project affordable. With $13 million in future grants
the cost per ERU is reduced to $12,100 (connection charge of $4,700 and LID assessment of $7,400) plus initial
side sewer costs for a typical residence of $12,600.
Table 16 summarizes the cost elements for the new sewer system, along with how and when customers will pay,
and the range of cost per ERU between no future grants and up to $13 million in future grants.
Table 16: Summary Cost per ERU With & Without Future Grants

COST
ELEMENT

DESCRIPTION

PAYMENT
METHOD

Shared
General
Facilities
Collection
System
Local
Facilities

Shared portions of
Sewer
system – treatment
Connection
facilities & reuse area
Charge
Collection system –
Local
sewer line in
Improvement
neighborhood
District (LID)
Assessment

On-Site
Connection

Grinder pump & side
Up to
sewer to connect
property
home/building to
owner
sewer stub at edge
Total Estimate Cost per ERU

WHEN TO PAY?

WITH
FUTURE
GRANTS =
$0

Upon
connection to
sewer system
Pay over 20
years when
sewer line
comes to
neighborhood
Upon
connection to
sewer system

$27,200

WITH
FUTURE
GRANTS =
$13
MILLION
$4,700

$13,700

$7,400

$12,600

$12,600

$53,500

$24,700

*One equivalent residential unit (ERU) is equal to one residence or 4,000 gallons of monthly water usage for commercial.

TABLE 16 NOTE: + MONTHLY SEWER O&M OF $87 per ERU
Jefferson County will need to offer bridge financing to cover the difference in annual debt payments between the
446 ERU capacity and 356 initial ERU connections, Annual debt payments will depend on the final financing
package, terms and interest rates. Without grants, the estimated debt payment is $641,000 per year over 30 years.
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With $13 million in grants, the debt service is reduced to $111,000 per year. In addition, the LID assessments will
be used to make repayment on the funds borrowed for the collection system.
The Phase 2 treatment capacity will need to be added for an additional $1.363 million (+ design + construction
management) to provide an additional 365 ERUs of capacity (total 811 ERUs with I/I adjustment). The timing of
the Phase 2 capacity will depend on the actual rate of growth in new sewer connections.
The ongoing annual operating costs are estimated to be $87.00 per ERU per month. This includes operations and
maintenance ($29.00), administration such as billing, accounting, state tax, etc. ($26.00), contribution to a reserve
for short lived asset replacement ($20.00) and building up an emergency reserve ($12.00). If there are fewer
initial connections than the 356 assumed in this report, it is possible that the O&M rate would need to increase or
the County would need to subsidize the O&M rate until more connections were achieved.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS AND NEXT STEPS
The total estimated project cost of the initial modular treatment (MicroBLOX Phase 1) and pressure sewer
collection system to serve the Core Area is $23.1 million; this includes construction costs, administration costs,
and indirect costs. This total includes $18.6 million for shared public facilities (treatment, reuse, influent pipeline
and collection system in the public right-of-way) and $4.5 million for side sewers to connect existing homes and
businesses with grinder pumps on individual properties. Existing septic systems will be decommissioned.
If Jefferson County and the citizens of Port Hadlock are to move forward with this project, the following are
recommended steps that should be taken:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pursue extension of 0.09 Percent Rural County Sales Tax program beyond 25 years (2032) through the
Washington State legislature
Update and amend the Sewer Facility Plan to reflect any selected changes in planning assumptions,
technology selection, phasing and equipment selection. Obtain necessary approvals from Department of
Ecology, Department of Health, and other agencies as required.
Update and complete final design for treatment and collection system based upon the approved Amended
Sewer Facility Plan.
Outreach and communication with property owners in Core Area
Formation of LIDs
Adopt sewer ordinance
Pursue and obtain funding with grants/loans and appropriations for construction
Interlocal agreement/contract with PUD or other providers for sewer operations, billing, etc.
Complete rate study
Adopt sewer rates and fees
Construction of Core Area collection system and initial treatment system.
Connect customers and decommission existing septic tanks

As an updated final design proceeds, the construction cost will be updated and contingencies decreased along with
lowering the AACE level of cost estimate.
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